In this work, we study the newly observed D J (3000) and D * J (3000) through the analysis of mass spectrum and calculation of the corresponding two-body strong decay behaviors. Our results show that D J (3000) and D * J (3000) are explained as the 2P(1 + ) and 2 3 P 0 states in the D meson family, respectively, which is supported by the calculated masses of these two states and their decay behaviors. As a byproduct, the decay behaviors of 3 1 S 0 , 3 3 S 1 , 2D(2 − 
m D and they gave the information on several decay channels. Thus, it is urgent to reveal their underlying properties by combining the present experimental data with the theoretical analysis. In this work, we extract the structure information of D J (3000) +,0 and D * J (3000) 0 by performing the phenomenological study, which is an intriguing research topic.
The meson system composed of heavy and light quarks can be described by the heavy quark effective theory, which makes the expansion in terms of 1/m Q suitable when studying the † Corresponding author * Electronic address: suny07@lzu.edu.cn ‡ Electronic address: xiangliu@lzu.edu.cn § Electronic address: matsuki@tokyo-kasei.ac.jp heavy-light meson. Under this framework, the heavy-light meson can be classified by a quantum number j P ℓ , where the angular momentum of a light component j ℓ is a good quantum number in the limit of m Q → ∞. Thus, the heavy-light mesons can be grouped into different doublets (see Table I for details). Here, the subscripts S , P, D, and F denote the orbital angular momenta L = 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The superscripts + and − are the corresponding parity P. In addition, the quantum numbers in the bracket are J P with a total angular momentum J.
The experimental information on the decays of D J (3000)
and D * J (3000) 0 can constrain their J P quantum numbers. As for D * J (3000), its possible J P quantum number is either 0
3000) → Dπ occurs via S -wave, P-wave, and D-wave decays, respectively. As for D J (3000), its possible J P quantum number is constrained as either 1 [2] [3] [4] and some like D * ρ can also form molecules [5] . The corresponding studies are also interesting research topics.
To further extract the structure information on these observed D J (3000) +,0 and D * J (3000) 0 , we will perform the analysis of mass spectrum and the calculation of the corresponding two-body strong decay behaviors.
Spectroscopy : As discussed above, the possible quantum numbers for D J (3000) [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In order to have a better understanding of assignment for newly observed D J (3000) and D * J (3000), we first discuss the mass spectrum of the D meson, where the relativistic quark model [6] is applied to calculate the masses of higher radial excitations and 1F states in the D meson family. In the original paper [6] , the D meson masses for 1S , 1P, 1D, and 2S quantum numbers were given, which are around or below 2.8 GeV. 1S and 1P states in the D meson family were well established in experiments [10] . In addition, there exist several good candidates for 1D and 2S states in this family since the experimentally observed D(2550), D(2600), and D(2770) can be assigned as 1D, 2S or mixing of 2S and 1D states [11] , respectively. D * J (2740) recently reported by LHCb [1] can also be identified as the missing 2S and 1D states when comparing with the former experiment [12] and the predicted D meson mass spectrum.
However, we also notice that the masses of higher radial excitations and 1F were not calculated in Ref. [6] , Thus, in our work we calculate the mass of these states in the D meson family with the relativistic quark model, which will be compared with the experimental results of D J (3000) and D * J (3000) discussed here.
We briefly outline calculation in the relativistic quark model below. The total HamiltonianH 1 for the D meson is [6] 
with a confinement term 
andH so 12 denotes the spin-orbit term, which can decompose into symmetricH so (12) and antisymmetricH so [12] . The antisymmetric term vanishes when the masses of two quarks within the meson are equal. The explicit form of those interactions can found in Appendix A of [6] .
The total HamiltonianH 1 can be divided into two parts in the bases | j, m, s, l . The first one is the diagonal part H diag , which has the form
and the second one is the off-diagonal part H off , respectively. [6] [7] [8] [9] . Here, besides reproducing the masses of 1S , 2S , 1P and 1D states in Ref. [6] , we also give the masses of the higher radial excitations and the 1F states via the relativistic quark model (see the second column for more details). The symbol "-" denotes that the corresponding masses were not calculated in the corresponding papers. The values marked by "(mixed)" means that mixing of the states with the same J P quantum number in the heavy quark limit is considered in the calculation
Ref. [8] Ref. Having the total Hamiltonian, we can obtain the mass spectrum of the D meson family by diagonalizing H diag in the Table II , where we not only reproduce the results presented in Ref. [6] but also show the values of masses of higher radial excitations and 1F states in the D meson family. In our calculation, we do not include the coupled-channel effects. If considering such effects, the masses of the observed states can be shifted with respect to the expectedbecause of the presence of the D * ρ, ω, φ thresholds. In addition, we also list the results from other models [7] [8] [9] for the comparison with those of the relativistic quark model as discussed above. From Table II , we notice that the calculated masses of D mesons from different groups are consistent with each other. What is more important is that the theoretical masses of these 3S , 2P and 1F states are around 3 GeV, which are close to the experimental values of D J (3000) and D * J (3000) [1] . In Fig. 1 , we further compare the results calculated by the relativistic quark model with the experimental results of D J (3000) and D * J (3000), which explicitly shows the above conclusion. This fact indicates that assignment of D J (3000) and D * J (3000) to the candidates of 3S , 2P, 2D and 1F is possible. However, the analysis of the mass spectrum cannot provide further information of the concrete structure of these two D J (3000) and D * J (3000) states. Thus, we need to carry out their study on two-body strong decay behaviors, which will be useful to further clarify this point.
Decay : To describe the OZI allowed two-body strong decays of D J (3000) and D * J (3000) states, the quark pair creation (QPC) model [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] is employed, where the QPC model was extensively applied to study the strong decay of hadrons [11, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the QPC model, meson decay occurs through a quark-antiquark pair created from the vacuum. Following the convention in Refs. [22, 27] , the transition operator T in the non-relativistic limit is expressed as −m) . γ is the model parameter, which describes the strength of quark-antiquark pair creation from vacuum. Here, the γ value is chosen to be 6.3 and 6.3/ √ 3 for the creations of u/d quark and s quark [22] , respectively. 
The helicity amplitude M M J A M J B M J C (K) for a decay of A meson into B + C is defined as
where |A , |B and |C denote mock states [28] . The expression of a mock state for a meson A, for example, is given by
where χ
A S M S
, φ A and ω A denote the spin, flavor and color wave functions of a meson A, respectively. Ψ
is the meson spacial wave function in momentum space with the form
where R A nL (|k|) is the radial wave function and k = (m 1 k 2 − m 2 k 1 )/(m 1 + m 2 ) is the relative momentum between quark and antiquark. In our calculation, the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) wave function is chosen to represent the radial wave function. Thus, the parameter R in the SHO wave function is involved in our calculation, where the R values in the SHO wave functions can be determined by reproducing the root mean square (RMS) of the corresponding states calculated in the relativistic quark model. In Table III , we list these adopted R values in our calculation of strong decays.
The corresponding partial wave amplitude M S L (|K|) is related to the helicity amplitude M M J A M J B M J C (K) via the JacobWick formula [29] by choosing K along the positive z axis, i.e.,
The two body decay width in terms of the partial wave amplitude is
with M A is the mass of a particle A. We need to emphasize that the mixture between 2 1 P 1 and 2 3 P 1 is considered, i.e.,
where θ 1 is the mixing angle. Later, we will discuss it by taking the phenomenological analysis into account. 
and
respectively. Here, θ 2 and θ 3 are the corresponding mixing angles. In Eqs. (16)- (18) 
where the mixing angle is taken as θ = −54. The above information is valuable to further search for the partners of D * J (3000). Case D J (3000) : In the following, we discuss D J (3000) by combining our results with the experimental data. As for D J (3000), the possible quantum numbers include 0 − , 1 + , 2 − and 3 + , which correspond to the 3 1 S 0 , 2P(1 Table   V , the partial and total decay widths of D J (3000) as the 3 1 S 0 state are shown and the allowed decay channels of D J (3000) as the 2P(1 
states on the mixing angles θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 respectively. Here, the blue dashed line with a yellow band is the experimental width of D J (3000) by LHCb [1] . The red vertical solid line corresponds to the mixing angle θ 1 = −54.7
• .
In Fig. 2 , we present the total decay width of D J (3000) as the 2P(1
states, which are dependent on the mixing angles θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 , respectively. The Fig. 2 (a) shows that the total decay width of the 2P(1 + ) state overlaps with the experimental result with an error of D J (3000) when taking θ 1 = (−40 ∼ −70)
• or θ 1 = (20 ∼ 45)
• . Here, both regions are consistent with the requirement from the heavy quark limit since θ 1 = −54.7
• or θ 1 = 35.3
• can be estimated in the heavy quark limit [30, 32] Fig. 2 (c)-(d) for more details), we exclude these two assignments to D J (3000).
Besides discussing the information of the total decay width, we further give the partial decay widths of D J (3000) as the 2P(1 + ) state, which is shown in Table V . In addition, the partial decay widths of the 2P ′ (1 + ) are also calculated here. From Table V [1] . Thus, more experimental data are needed to state a clear conclusion on the existence of D J (3000) and D * J (3000) states, their properties and further identification of the obtained states in Ref. [1] . In our work, the information of other decay modes of D J (3000) and D * J (3000) is given with the above quantum number assignments, which is important to further experimentally study these two observed D J (3000) and D 
Therefore two definitions for the mixing angles given in Refs. [30] [31] [32] are equivalent, i.e., θ = 35.3
• is equivalent to −(90 • − θ) = −54.7
• . The l.h.s. is in Ref. [32] and the r.h.s. is given in Refs. [30, 31] . 
